taken seriously as far more than a metaphor. 4 As a king who had suffered from melancholy in his youth, Duarte understood only too well what it would mean to the kingdom should illness return to disorder his body and soul.
King Duarte of Portugal produced two compilations informing us of his outlook on life, health and politics. The high-status manuscript containing the Loyal Counsellor was discovered in the Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris, in 1804. Consisting of 104 chapters written in Portuguese, the existence of the Loyal Counsellor was noted by chronicler Rui de Pina in around 1500, but the only surviving manuscript seems to have left Portugal in around 1440. 5 The king's other work is a much less polished miscellany known today as the Book of Advice. Written almost entirely in Portuguese, the collection includes lengthy passages also found in the Loyal Counsellor, as well as twenty-five recipes and regimina. The oldest manuscript dates from c. 1600. 6 In an earlier study of the Loyal Counsellor by the present author, it was argued that the text should be understood as a patient-authored narrative, unique for a layman of that time period and status. 7 That study focused on the king's melancholy and the crucial role it played in structuring the narrative. This new study explores the content of the Loyal Counsellor in much more detail, and more fully incorporates the Book of Advice into the analysis. The title reference to wine, women and song is partly meant to be humorous; as will be seen, Duarte had strong views on alcohol and women and he liked a well-ordered sung mass. In all seriousness, however, Duarte's writings show that he advocated a prudent lifestyle very far from the "wine, women and song" image that is perhaps the one that most comes to mind today when modern people think of medieval royal behaviour.
The chapter begins by providing some context first of all for Duarte's ill health and his writings. It then goes on to argue that Duarte lived by a concept called contentamento, which is perhaps as close as we can get to a medieval Had Duarte not died prematurely at the age of forty-six his legacy could have been very different. The irony is that he may already have worried about what would happen if he died young, leaving a minor on the throne. Duarte was after all the son of a usurper, João I, who had exploited the chaos that ensued when his predecessor Fernando died prematurely in 1383 leaving an eleven-year old heiress. 11 It is apparent from a reading of the Loyal Counsellor and the Book of Advice that there were two major health problems that Duarte wished to avoid: melancholy and plague, conditions that were closely connected to each other in his mind. Duarte tells us that he first succumbed to "the illness of the melancholic humour" in 1413 at the age of twenty-two when his father handed over to him the government of the kingdom in order to prepare for the invasion of Ceuta. More used to hunting, Duarte found ten months of the sedentary lifestyle and constant routines of government very difficult to bear "and the sadness began to grow, not about anything in particular but about any situation that arose or about some fantasies without reason." He then had to endure an outbreak of plague and watch many people die around him. Duarte fell ill and became convinced he would die.
He recovered but was left with a great fear of death, not just of plague but of death in general and what happened afterwards, which of course he knew was sinful doubt. These thoughts over the next six months "took away all pleasure and caused in my opinion the greatest sadness that one could feel." This episode ended with the death from plague of his mother Philippa of Lancaster in 1415. Her pious death brought him to his senses and caused him to stop fretting about the brevity of this life and reminded him of the glory of the next life.
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Duarte believed that the best treatment for melancholy was proper religious observation or, as he put it, "firmness of faith." In the worst cases, which could lead to self-harm and suicide, the person should feel contrition, confess at length and go to communion with the greatest cleanness and humility, but should avoid weakening fasts and other religious ceremonies and should not be left alone. 13 He came to realize that he himself suffered from both "illness and temptation of the Enemy." It was a physical illness because it was caused by imbalance in one of the four humours, black bile ("melancholy" derives from the Greek for black bile or choler), but it was also a spiritual illness, the result of the sin of anger brought on by diabolical temptation, since Duarte saw sadness as a form of self-hatred.
14 Thus proper understanding of the principles of religious faith, regular access to the sacraments, being able to recognize the seven sins and being able to practise the seven virtues would allow one to keep spiritually healthy. In fact, Duarte began to see his illness as a divine method "to amend my sins and failings."
15 Both his spiritual and physical health required him to have a worthwhile occupation; idleness could lead to sadness and despair. Although Duarte did not link his own illness to the sin of sloth, he emphasised that his reading and writing were not laziness but a useful way to relax. 16 He believed that one cause of his illness had been overwork and he guarded against this afterwards through periods of rest, exercise and therapeutic study. It is this practical manipulation of lifestyle that is the central focus of the present study.
King Duarte's philosophical and religious thoughts have long been the subject of scholarly analysis, but his practical application of theory has been greatly neglected. In addition to improving his religious education and occupying his mind and body, Duarte went out of his way to avoid plague for the rest of his life, providing us with the earliest account of plague management in Portugal. 17 He collected recipes specifically against plague and other ailments in the Book of Advice, and seems to have monitored his food and drink, if we can accept the evidence of the regimina that he copied. Yet this behaviour has in the past been dismissed as hypochondriac rather than intimately linked to Duarte's understanding of theology and politics. 18 It is possible to see the Loyal Counsellor as a practical application of theory in its own right; both as a form of occupational therapy and as a serious attempt to pass on lessons learned for the benefit of the realm.
Duarte's prologue and final chapter made his purpose clear. He explained in the prologue that he had written an "ABC of loyalty made principally for the lords and people of their households" to teach them A: so that they can understand the forces and passions that are in each one of us, and B: the great good that followers of goodness and the virtues can attain; and C, concerning the correction of our evils and sins. 19 In the final chapter, the king explained that this ABC of loyalty was divided into three parts: the individual's body and soul; the household (including marital relations, family, servants and property); and the kingdom and city or other territory: "through loyalty all these receive great aid towards being well-governed." 20 The link between human passions, including pathological conditions such as melancholy, and royal government was made explicit here. Duarte claimed to practise what he preached within his own family and seems to have believed strongly that by maintaining spiritual and physical well-being through faithful adherence to his own advice he could avoid future disorder in his own mind, amongst his courtiers and across the kingdom. It is only by understanding Duarte's disordered health that we can begin to understand his understanding of political order.
King Duarte's Writings in Courtly Context
On the surface the Loyal Counsellor is a treatise on the seven sins, the three theological virtues (faith, hope and love) and the four cardinal virtues (justice, temperance, prudence and fortitude), but the obvious order of discussion is often interrupted with moralistic stories. The last fourteen chapters of the book seem completely random: long quotations from theological or classical texts, a detailed regimen for the stomach and two chapters on how to organize the royal chapel. 21 In the regimen, the king returned to the theme of appropriate eating and drinking which he had commented on throughout the text.
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In the chapters on the chapel he advised that the members of the royal choir should know the songs they are singing; they should not sing too high or laugh or joke; and they should pronounce words properly. He provided instructions for the education of choir boys and a duty rota for the clergy which are amongst the most detailed for medieval Europe. 23 Yet although individually interesting, Duarte's writings might seem unusual but they do belong to a clear courtly context. Since at least the twelfth century, there had developed a rich Fürstenspiegel or "Mirror of Princes" tradition: advice literature produced by courtiers for the edification and education of kings and their nobles. One of the most popular of these, the Secret of Secrets, was believed to have classical roots as a guide written by Aristotle for his pupil Alexander the Great, although it was originally written in Arabic in the ninth century and translated into Latin in the twelfth century.
25 A fifteenth-century Portuguese translation still survives, associated with Duarte's brother Henrique who either translated it or commissioned its translation. Duarte cited the Secret of Secrets regularly and listed it as one of the works in his library. 26 It is probably the main model for the Loyal Counsellor.
Duarte borrowed the Pseudo-Aristotelian mixture of political and health advice and combined it with theology to create a treatise on good behaviour. Duarte also referred to two other popular guides to courtly behaviour: The main difference between these other Mirrors for Princes and the Loyal Counsellor is that Duarte was not listening to the advice of courtiers written for his edification, but offering his own advice to them. Although the book was written at the request of his wife, Leonor, it is clear that she was not the target audience: "it seems to me that this treatise should pertain principally to the men of the court so that they can know something similar of knowledge and desire to live virtuously."
29 Duarte wrote little specifically for women; his marital advice was for both men and women. 30 In giving courtly and religious advice, Duarte may have had a familial model to follow. His English great-grandfather Henry of Lancaster (d. 1361) wrote a treatise on the seven sins in the 1350s which made use of a rich medical vocabulary and drew on courtly and military experience. Although there is no evidence that a manuscript of this work was brought to Portugal (Henry's grand-daughter Philippa married João I in 1386 and continued to patronise English writers), the tone of the works is similar. 31 There is nothing, however, that perfectly matches the form Duarte gave his work. Not only was the king giving both religious and political advice himself, but he was combining it with domestic experience that is unique at his social level. There are similar compilations written by English gentry or Italian or French merchants; the closest parallel is the household book known as the Ménagier de Paris, replete with moral treatises, equestrian, gardening and household advice and cooking recipes; however, this kind of compilation was not elsewhere produced by kings.
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The copied manuscripts that were often printed for widespread use. 33 Medievalists, however, usually use the term "Commonplace Book" to refer to miscellanies that were roughly written, disorganized and highly personal manuscripts. They contained random items such as recipes, charms, financial accounts, lists and material of an almanac nature, all compiled over a period of time. They are likely to have been only for individual or household use. 34 King Duarte's Book of Advice seems to fit the latter model due to its mixed and personal contents. It contains many important letters that historians have used for generations to reconstruct key political events such as the invasion of Tangiers in 1437. The famous "Letter from Bruges" written by Duarte's brother Pedro, Duke of Coimbra, while on his extensive travels in northern Europe, advises Duarte on how he should reform the university, regulate the clergy and handle the different estates of the kingdom, thus shedding light on religious and intellectual culture in Portugal during the 1420s. Duarte also recorded the precise dates of birth of his children, the measurements of the royal chambers in the palace of Sintra, the first surviving version of the Lord's Prayer in Portuguese, a short chronicle of Portugal, some recipes and a few household accounts, particularly relating to almsgiving. Unfortunately as the original manuscript does not survive, there is no way of knowing the original order of contents or the original handwriting. It is not therefore known if it was a multiauthored collection made up of inserted strips of paper or parchment, or a collection of notebooks on different themes only later bound together. The chronicler Rui de Pina suggested the latter as he referred to the king's habit of writing things down in a book, but Pina was not an eye-witness. 35 In contrast, the Loyal Counsellor could be said to have parallels with the much more formal literary compilations of the early-modern period. It was written for the benefit of a specific audience with a clear moral and didactic purpose and it survives in a high-status manuscript, very uniform in production. Yet the Loyal Counsellor retains the highly personalized and familial content of a medieval miscellany. Even if it lacks the letters and household accounts, it still refers frequently to personal experience and family members. It shares numerous sections in common with the Book of Advice, such as the regimen for the stomach. 36 Another piece of advice that Duarte repeated in both texts was guidance written for his brother Pedro on how to keep well while away from home. 37 In the Loyal Counsellor this was included as part of Duarte's discussion of sadness; he is trying to help his brother avoid homesickness. In the following chapter Duarte then went on to discuss these emotions in more detail, famously providing the first description of saudade, the quintessentially Portuguese emotion of bittersweet nostalgia poured out in thousands of letters from homesick migrant workers and colonial émigrés and now a cornerstone of Portuguese national identity. 38 Duarte thus provided the first description, if not the first known mention, of a word in the Portuguese language, even if there is no direct evidence for the impact of the single manuscript of the Loyal Counsellor on Portuguese culture. As an emotion, saudade arose from a failure to be satisfied or content with one's lot. Contentamento was another word that may have first appeared in the Book of Advice and then the Loyal Counsellor as a prudent way of life. The next section of this essay explores Duarte's understanding of how people should be satisfied with their lives, achieving wellbeing through contented well-ordered living. Unlike many of the Mirrors and courtesy guides discussed above, Duarte's writings ultimately advised that householder, king and country should strive to be content and thereby happy.
Health and Well-Being: Contentamento and the Six Non-naturals
Contentamento is perhaps as close as we can get to a late-medieval concept of well-being. The wealth of historiography on medicine rarely defines either "health" or "well-being."
39 It focuses perhaps naturally on concepts of "illness" The history of medicine has long been a history of power: the power of doctors, institutions and states over the personal lives and happiness of individuals. Healthcare and hygiene practices are not always matters of individual choice. 41 Therefore, King Duarte's understanding of contentamento from the perspective of a man able to regulate public health and medical institutions at a very early stage of their development, tells us something about how individual and communal responsibilities for health were initially constructed.
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For King Duarte, contentamento was a practical rather than an ideal way of life, to which he devoted three chapters in the Loyal Counsellor. 43 It was based on the observation that nobody could be perfect, only God; elsewhere in the text he noted that even the apostles varied depending on their complexion, age and the alignment of planets at their birth. 44 The fundamental principle of Duarte's viewpoint, as outlined in an introduction to the section on the sins and virtues, was that everybody rich and poor should "always be content with what they have." They should practise humility and patience and always try to do good. 45 Later, the king explained that those who lacked fortitude, who always complained about things that had gone wrong and felt envy and anger should beware that "they did not fall into continuous sadness, disdain, disordered thought and desperation." 46 Those who had done well in life needed reminding that fortune could take it all away from them lest they become guilty of vainglory and ingratitude. 47 Duarte argued that all men have the birth and natural disposition that God had granted; they should not feel selfsatisfied but remember that even the poor can be rich through contentment: "those who have little to eat or drink and not enough sleep live in abundance." 48 Duarte's ideas seem to have evolved from his understanding of the three theological and four cardinal virtues, especially prudence. The word "content," meaning "satisfied" appeared in the English language at the beginning of the fifteenth century, according to the Oxford English Dictionary. In English and in most Romance languages, "being content" derives from the past participle of Latin continere and meant "to be contained" or "restrained" in one's will and emotions. 49 For Duarte therefore, being content seems to have meant practising prudence and temperance, enduring hardship though fortitude and deferring to divine justice. Duarte knew from original works of Aristotle and the Secret of Secrets that a good ruler should apply prudence and self-control to himself before he could do so effectively for others.
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It is therefore valid to define Duarte's concept of contentment as a type of well-being because of the prudent healthy lifestyle it promoted both in mind and body. Duarte believed that melancholy began as dissatisfaction with one's lot and ended in despair as a result of not accepting divine justice. Melancholy signified a lack of fortitude and temperance in dealing with both good and bad fortune and it could lead to sinful, intemperate living. Duarte also understood melancholy to be a medical problem caused by excess of black bile. 51 He seems to have absorbed a great deal of Graeco-Arabic medical theory about the body, although he did not attribute it to any one authority. For Duarte the way to maintain self-discipline in one's lifestyle, and thereby practise prudence and seek contentment, was to manipulate what his physicians would have called the six non-naturals: air, food and drink, exercise and rest, sleep and wakefulness, repletion and excretion and the accidents or passions of the soul i.e. the emotions.
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In all these respects Duarte's advice was no different to that of many other European regimina or consilia. The difference, as pointed out earlier, was that he was doing the advising rather than being advised by a humble courtier. Duarte did not always accept the advice of his physicians, preferring at times that of friends, councillors, his confessor and the divine Physician. However, in most matters of regimen he deferred to medical opinion. 53 The last section of this essay will consider how Duarte manipulated advice on the six nonnaturals, focusing on food, drink and sex.
King Duarte's Relationship with Food, Drink and Sex
Focusing on Duarte's attitude to food and drink sets up the same limitation as in other studies of Regimen Sanitatis literature. 54 Although food and drink usually form the largest section of the regimina, some of the other non-naturals, especially excretion, sleep and exercise, get relatively little attention. The problem with isolating individual elements is that it undermines the concept of healthy lifestyle as understood in the Middle Ages, and makes it difficult to explore the reception of the six non-naturals as an idea that went beyond the court. Peregrine Horden is one of the few to argue that the six things featured prominently in hospital regulations and therefore affected the poor as well as the rich. 55 Too great a focus on elite advice texts obscures wider application of theory. For example, Duarte's obsessive ordering of his chapel might suggest that the liturgy had a therapeutic affect on him. Medieval texts usually cite musical instruments rather than singing as therapeutic, but Horden has argued that hearing the singing could also have been understood to impact on emotional health as part of the system of the non-naturals. 56 Duarte never talked about liking music for itself, but his emphasis on a well-trained choir may relate to his need for regular liturgical solace. Nevertheless, food and drink are familiar topics to a modern audience so will be focused on here for reasons of space, along with sex, as long as it is remembered that food and drink on their own were not enough to maintain well-being.
The majority of Duarte's dietary advice in the Loyal Counsellor appears in the chapters on melancholy (19 and 20), his chapter on the sin of gluttony (32) followed by a contrasting one on fasting (33) and the regimen for the stomach (100). 57 Briefer comments on appropriate eating and drinking are interspersed throughout. As pointed out earlier, the regimen for the stomach also appears in the Book of Advice along with several other regimina and recipes. Some of these recipes blur the line between food and medicine, thus contributing to a continuing debate amongst historians over the relationship between them. 58 For example, in the Book of Advice Duarte included a recipe for pos do duque or "duke's powders," a mixture of ginger, cinnamon, galingal, zedoary, grains of paradise, long pepper, nutmeg and mace. 59 This recipe may correlate with the sweet powder (poudre douce) frequently used in English and French cookbooks to contrast with the sharper poudre fort. 60 However, Johanna van Winter points out that there was a Duke's Powder, probably named after the Doge of Venice because of the link between Venice and the spice trade. The problem is that poudre douce should not have pepper in it, whereas Duke's Powder requires 56 sugar. Neither contain the very unusual ingredient zedoary (a rhizome similar to turmeric). 61 It is possible that the addition of this substance turned the recipe into a medicine.
Many of Duarte's more complicated recipes include exotic spices that were equally at home in the kitchen or the apothecary's, to the extent that studies of the few household inventories and account books to survive from late medieval Portugal cannot determine what they were used for most of the time. 62 The earliest Portuguese cookbook survives in a sixteenth-century manuscript, so Duarte's recipes are amongst the only guides to earlier usage of spices. 63 His most famous recipe represents both the range of available ingredients and the king's desperation for health. Duarte's councillor Diogo Afonso de Mangancha, a doctor in canon and civil law rather than medicine, sent him from Italy a recipe and associated regimen against plague which involved force-feeding a badger with a drink of pearls, coral, gold, white wine and camphor, killing it, grinding up its primary organs, mixing them with the animal's blood and with cinnamon, gentian, verbena, ginger, cloves, myrrh, aloes and unicorn horn, and drying it all into a powder to be drunk in water and vinegar. 64 It is details such as this that make Duarte's advice unique. Otherwise, much of what he says about food and drink is very similar to the guidance in his sources, especially the Secret of Secrets and the many theological works he read on the seven sins. Thanks to works like these there was a long tradition in European courtly literature relating gluttony and excess to a lack of prudence; those who overate or got drunk were inherently bad kings. This should be how we interpret the reports of hostile chroniclers that Kings Henry II (d. 1135) and John of England (d. 1216) died from over-eating lampreys and peaches respectively. Both were thought to be cold, moist foods that had to be eaten rarely and in careful balance with the rest of the meal. Eating them in excess, and especially against the explicit advice of a physician as was the case with Henry II, underlined the kings' ineffective self-control and by extension their inability to govern the realm properly. 65 Strong, effective kings, like Louis IX of France (d. 1270), mixed their wine with water in order to avoid gout, stomach problems and drunkenness: "it was too revolting a thing for any brave man to be in such a state." Louis always ate "with good grace whatever his cooks had prepared to set before him." 66 On the other hand, there was an equally long medical tradition of having to justify royal tastes for unsuitable foods. In the ninth century, Einhard wrote that the Emperor Charlemagne insisted on eating roast meats against medical advice, though he drank alcohol sparingly; in the early-fourteenth century, King Robert of Scotland's taste for lampreys horrified his Italian physician. 67 Duarte therefore understood that what he ate had moral significance, although he did not slavishly follow medical advice. Like other authors, Duarte counselled against the eating of moist things like cherries, peaches and oysters, the fatty parts of fish and meat and cold sharp things like vinegar and lemon. 68 Yet we should not make the mistake of so many food historians that rich people in the Middle Ages ate no fruit or vegetables. 69 Duarte assumed that people would still eat these foods, advising a twice yearly purge, once in spring to get rid of the superfluities caused by eating fish during Lent and once in the autumn because of the fruit (he did not otherwise approve of purging and bloodletting for the healthy). 70 Duarte also selected carefully from available regimina, only choosing one from the Book of Advice to copy into the Loyal Counsellor. For example, he did not choose a regimen which does indeed advise an almost entirely meat-based diet, with very little vegetable pottage and lots of toasted bread and sugary drinks. 71 other things caused jealousy, pride and sadness born of dissatisfaction with the other person. Duarte argued that "we are not looking for perfection in the people we love: let us be content with their loyalty and affection." Joy (ledice) stems from a couple's contentment with each other's goodness and virtues. 91 Instead of seeing Duarte's chastity as a cause of illness, we should see it as a sign that he lived according to his own advice.
Conclusion
One should not go away thinking that Duarte was emotionally repressed. The whole point of writing his texts was to understand his emotions and put them in order to that he could avoid sin and illness. Duarte's understanding was that body and soul were intimately connected. Curing melancholy involved spiritual and medical measures. On a spiritual level, Duarte seems to have ordered his chapel so that he could maintain his devotions properly despite the itinerancy of the court or his own failings. He might not have wanted the choirboys to be cracking jokes in their pews, but joy and cheerfulness were important goals for him, to be achieved without recourse to wine. Love of pleasure was sinful but pleasure was not itself sinful and listening to the liturgy could be pleasurable; it tends to be modern people who see Duarte's two hours a day at mass as a burden.
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On a medical level, cheerfulness and joy could both be achieved through the practice of a careful well-ordered lifestyle, balancing the six non-naturals and avoiding extremes of passion. Duarte's aim was to achieve order on three levels, that of the individual, the household and the kingdom, something that he hoped he could achieve by maintaining his own spiritual and physical health and inspiring others to follow his lead through his writings. Although much of what King Duarte wrote about health was not original, his doctrine of contentamento as a fusion of religious and classical advice on well-being seems to have been unique. If Duarte had not died prematurely in 1438 he would perhaps have been remembered not as a sad king and political failure, but as a strong, successful and happy monarch. 
